
CONNECTING DIASPORA ARMENIAN STUDENTS WITH THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL HERITAGE



What is Armenia Tree Project (ATP)?

Armenia Tree Project teaches about the global environment and how to protect the world around us.  
Armenia Tree Project also teaches about Armenia’s environment and unique ecosystems.

Armenia Tree Project does very important work in Armenia’s villages as well as in areas where trees 
have been cut.

Armenia Tree Project plants millions of trees in Armenia.
These very important new trees provide food, wood, and environmental benefits. They provide work 

for Armenians and a more beautiful and green place for them to live. 

Armenia Tree Project has offices in Watertown and Yerevan. The Yerevan office takes care of three 
beautiful tree nurseries and two education centers. Hundreds of people work for ATP every year.

Ohanian Center at Karin Nursery
Environmental lessons take place 
here at the Michael & Virginia 
Ohanian Environmental Education 
Center.

Karin and Khachpar Nurseries
Over 60,000 trees grow here each 
year. Most of the trees are fruit trees.

Mirak Family Nursery
Trees grow here to be planted on 
the mountains in Armenia.

Backyard Nurseries
Families here help ATP by growing 
trees in their backyards.

ATP’s 
Yerevan 
Office

Shikahogh Nature Reserve

GLOSSARY
Global = worldwide, international

Project = plan, job
Ecosystem = a web of all living and non-living parts of 

the environment (plants, animals, soil, rocks, etc.)
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1. Seed 

2. Sprout 

3. A young tree

4. Leaves turn different colors in autumn

5. Trees lose their leaves in winter

6. Buds form in spring

7. Leaves are back in summer

PUT THE TREE’S LIFE CYCLE IN THE CORRECT ORDER BY PLACING EACH
 DEVELOPMENT STAGE FROM THE LIST BELOW NEXT TO THE CORRECT PICTURE.

Did you know 
trees are responsible 

for providing oxygen and 
for cleaning the air? On

 average, a person would 
need 6-8 trees to breathe 
fresh air in their lifetime.
In Armenia this number 

does not exceed 
2-3 trees per 

person.

Armenia Tree Project grows and plants over 50 types of trees including:
Apricot, Wild apple, Pear, Poplar, Pine, Maple, Linden, Walnut & 

Beech trees in different regions of Armenia. 
Identify some of these trees in the pictures below and write the name in the box below each tree.
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Let’s Learn About Some Endangered Animals of Armenia

Photo: World Wildlife Fund Armenia

Photo: World Wildlife Fund Armenia

Photo: Hamlik Parsanian

GLOSSARY
Endangered = dying out

Prey = an animal hunted or caught for food
Mammal = a warm-blooded vertebrate that 

nourishes their young with milk

H   W   D   G   M   A   C   P   Z   L   U   K   H   R   S   E

MW R WN IG P B M D PG M AM
H PB G H SA P S A W OB R ZS

AW R WN AG P B M D PG L SG

IN A DM RP W A A B BD G AG

LB B ZR NO R O W N AE D NN
EB R AS WA L D O H RS G PH

O S WA GB D L H R SR P EA
ER N NW OZ N L A D AS A WP

AP B MB DG N W A L DA R GL

IE K PA HP M A U R OI G HL

GR R NA DW O B N B EZ N LO

RK D SI KS A B L D EN W OZ

In this puzzle find the hidden names of the 
endangered animals you just learned about above.

L

Ishkhan Lake Sevan is considered Ishkhan’s home. 
Ishkhan belongs to the trout family. One of the 
reasons why it is endangered is because the Ishkhan 
has been over fished.

Leopard is a very big cat. 
There are only 10-15 leopards left in Armenia.
Leopards have a hard time finding prey and this 
is one of the reasons why they are endangered.

Gampr is a breed of dog that is 
from the Armenian highlands.
Gamprs are shepherd dogs.
Gamprs are still found in villages 
around Armenia.

Brown Bear is a large bear. 
It can weigh from 660 to 1,720 lbs.
Brown bears eat large mammals.  

Imperial Eagle is very similar to Golden Eagle.
Imperial Eagles live in open country with small woods.
Unlike other eagles it does not live in mountains and large 
forests.
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WHAT DOES ARMENIA TREE PROJECT DO?

Armenia Tree Project was founded in 1994, when Armenia was going 
through a nation-wide energy crisis and the Armenian people were left 
with no options other than to cut down and burn trees for heating and 
cooking. As a result, Armenia’s forest cover was reduced greatly.
Here is what Armenia Tree Project does to help:

TREE PLANTING
ATP is working to solve Armenia’s deforestation problem by coming up 
with programs to rebuild damaged and lost forest areas. In addition, 
ATP helps to renew urban and rural communities, by working with resi-
dents to plant trees at parks, public institutions, and other sites that 
have lost their greenery. 

HELPING THE POOR 
Armenia’s ecosystem is in serious danger. Currently 70 percent of cut 
woods are used for heating purposes due to the unavailability of differ-
ent fuel sources. If this trend continues, Armenia will turn into a desert 
in almost 20 years. ATP creates green jobs in order to protect natural 
resources and invest in the future. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
By actively engaging children like you and the general public in a process 
to better understand and appreciate the value of a healthy and sustain-
able environment, ATP hopes to protect the trees we plant today.

GLOSSARY
Rural = countryside

Reforestation = the planting of new trees in areas where they have 
been destroyed or removed by cutting

Ecosystem = a web of all living and non-living parts of the
environment (plants, animals, soil, rocks, etc.)

Fuel = source of energy
Engaging = participating in

Sustainable = using natural resources in a way that does not 
diminish the opportunities of future generations
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The Problem of Waste

Armenia is a beautiful country but people improperly dispose of their trash. Waste has many 
dangerous materials that cause health problems. Fortunately, Armenia’s youth have started to take 

actions to solve this problem. Some things you can do to minimize waste are:

   Collect and recycle paper
  Use cloth bags for grocery shopping

   Collect and recycle glass, plastic, and metal containers

 Minimize the use of plastic bags

   Compost garbage in the backyard

 Give away old clothes and items (don’t discard them)

What is wrong with this picture?
The people below are involved in several different activities. However, they are doing many things that 

can damage the environment. Circle where you think they are doing something wrong.
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DID YOU KNOW?
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COMPLETE THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE TO TEST 
YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF ARMENIA’S ENVIRONMENT.
1. Armenia’s biggest freshwater source is ---------.
2. The ------- fish lives in Lake Sevan.
3. ------ is considered an Armenian fruit.
4. ATP plants ------ in various regions of Armenia.
5. -------- is a dog that has been living in Armenia since historic 
times. 
6. ATP has offices in --------  and 7. --------.

A huge snake has blue color,
Streams and turns 
and has no odor,

Runs without a foot, 
roars without a mouth,

Gives life and existence to 
what is around.

What am I?

Riddle Me, 
Riddle Me,
 Riddle…

Only 40% of the farmlands in Armenia are 
provided with water. The biggest freshwater 
source in Armenia is Lake Sevan. At pres-
ent, Lake Sevan’s water level is 60 feet lower 
than it was some 100 years ago because the 
water was used for farming and energy. Lake 
Sevan is also polluted with wastes. As a re-
sult, Armenia is left without drinking water 
as well as valuable fish and other wildlife. 
Lake Sevan is considered Ishkhan’s (the Se-
van trout’s) home.

Photo by Jeff Masarjian

Photo by Jeff MasarjianPhoto by www.gampr.org
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WHAT CAN YOU DO?
 

 Armenia Tree Project plants trees, helps the poor, and teaches people about Armenia’s environment 
but we need your help.

Here’s what you can do to help:

You can continue to learn about Armenia’s environment by reading ATP’s newsletters and visiting our
website at www.armeniatree.org

You can help ATP plant even more trees. By organizing fun activities (lemonade stands, bake sales,
recycling projects, etc.) to raise small amounts of money to sponsor trees, you can make a difference.

You can also contact ATP’s Watertown Office (info@armeniatree.org) if you would like to connect
with other students just like you to exchange information about the environmental challenges in your

communities.

Please try to do all that you can to help Armenia stay beautiful and green!

ARMENIA TREE PROJECT
400 W Cummings Park, Suite 3900

Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 926-TREE (8733)
info@armeniatree.org
www.armeniatree.org

Created by:
“Gakavig” Children’s Publication

 www.gakavig.com

Funded by: 
The Thomas A. Kooyumjian Family Foundation
as part of ATP’s new program, Building Bridges:

 Connecting Diaspora Armenian Students with Their Environmental Heritage
Printed on recycled paper
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Wild apple Apricot Maple Pear

1. Seed 

2. Sprout 

3. A young tree

4. Leaves turn different colors in autumn
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ANSWER KEY


